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Abstract— WDM/SONET provides a natural migration path to support traffic growth. In WDM/SONET, each wavelength is a separate SONET ring and each ring can be set to one of several line speeds. The line speed should be high if there is enough traffic to realize the economy of scale, otherwise, it should be low to reduce the cost. Despite of the advantages , there are no general tools and methodologies available to help network designers enjoy the benefits of multiple line speeds. For the first time, we propose a comprehensive approach to solve the traffic grooming problem, which includes both novel, complete ILP formulations that can be used to solve small size problems exactly and an efficient heuristic algorithm that can be used to solve large problems quickly. Using the tools we developed, we study the trade-offs of shortest path routing, study the cost benefits of traffic switching, compare UPSR and BLSR, and show that multiple line speeds can significantly reduce cost.



I. I NTRODUCTION SONET rings remain the dominant architecture for optical transport, especially in the metropolitan area. This is partly because the ring topology is simple and it is well understood by the operators. The simplicity translates into lower management and maintenance cost. Furthermore, SONET rings have very fast failure restoration mechanism (under 50ms), which makes it even more attractive to the operators. To support traffic growth on these rings, a natural migration path is to use WDM technology where multiple SONET rings are provisioned in the same fiber, each running on a separate wavelength. This solution is attractive because it provides an easy upgrade path, avoiding the need to lay out additional fibers. When designing a WDM/SONET ring network, it is important to determine how to route traffic demands such that the total equipment (Add-Drop Multiplexors (ADM)) cost is minimized. An ADM has to be installed at a node on a ring if any traffic originates or terminates at the node on that ring. By intelligently grooming traffic, we can reduce the cost of ADMs. This design problem is called the traffic grooming problem in the literature. In addition to determining the routing, it is also important to determine what line speed each wavelength should be set to. If there are enough traffic demands between some nodes, they should be routed on a ring with high line speed to enjoy the economy of scale of high-speed ADMs. On the other hand, if the traffic demands are small, they should be put on a ring with low line speed to reduce ADM cost. Despite of the recent progress on this subject, designing a low cost WDM/SONET network remains a difficult task. Most



existing methodologies [1] – [8] assume that all rings run at the same line speed. Some recent work considered multiple line speeds [3] [9] [10]. But unfortunately, they focused on specific scenarios and their methodologies can not be generalized. As a result, when the network operators design the network, they would have to guess what line speed these rings have to be set to. Choosing the wrong line speed could greatly increase the cost. Even if they can choose the line speed correctly, the cost still could be much higher than if a mixture of line speeds can be chosen, especially when the traffic demands are heterogeneous. One can attempt to guess what line speed each ring should be set to. But, not only it is impossible to enumerate all possible line speeds assignments, but there is also no methodology available to design the network with mixed line speeds, even if the line speeds assignments have been done correctly. In this paper, for the first time, we propose a comprehensive methodology to solve the traffic grooming problem in WDM/SONET BLSR rings with multiple line speeds. Our solution approach includes both Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations, which can be used to solve small size problems exactly, and an efficient heuristic algorithm that can solve large size problems quickly. Our solution approach makes no specific assumption regarding the cost and speed ratios between different line speeds, therefore, it can be applied directly to real network designs. II. P ROBLEM



FORMULATIONS



We first give two Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem formulations. The traffic grooming problem can be considered as a variant of the multi-commodity flow problem. In the first ILP formulation, a commodity refers to one single traffic demand. In the second ILP formulation, a commodity refers to a set of traffic demands. We consider a network with N nodes (N ≤ 16 according to the SONET specification), W wavelengths and each wavelength can be set to one of the R line speeds. A ring at the rth line speed has a capacity of gr , i.e., the ring can support gr circuits (traffic streams). We assume that an ADM at the rth line speed costs cr and the same cost is incurred for each additional ADM. We note that the assumption of linear cost increase could be an approximation of the real cost, since additional ADMs at a node may be cheaper because of cost breaks.



In order to linearize the formulation, we assume there are W R SONET rings in total, W of them running at each line speed. To meet the wavelength constraint, we then make sure that only one out of the R rings running at a wavelength can carry traffic. We use the term “ring wr” to refer to a ring running at the rth line speed on wavelength w. A. Problem formulation with no traffic switching We first present a formulation where no traffic switching is allowed, i.e., each traffic stream will stay on the same wavelength from its source to its destination. A similar formulation was given in [6] where only a single line speed is allowed. sd Let xsd + (w, r) (x− (w, r)) denote the total traffic flow between node s and d on ring wr in the clockwise (counterclockwise) direction. Let yi (w, r) be a binary variable for ADM installation. It is 1 if an ADM running at the rth line speed has to be installed at node i on wavelength w. Let δwr be a binary variable. It is 1 if ring wr can carry traffic, otherwise it cannot. We assume the nodes are numbered clockwise around the ring from 0 to N − 1. We use (i, j) to denote the arc between node i and j in the clockwise direction. If i or j is more than N , it should be thought of as modulo N , i.e., i mod N or j mod N . For example, (N − 1, N ) refers to the arc between node N − 1 and 0. We say (i, j) ∈ (i′ , j ′ ) if the arc (i, j) is part of the arc (i′ , j ′ ). Given any i and any arc (i′ , j ′ ), either (i, i + 1) ∈ (i′ , j ′ ) or (i, i + 1) ∈ (j ′ , i′ ) is true. The objective of the traffic grooming problem is to minimize the cost of ADMs. It can be expressed as in the following equation. The yi (w, r) variables are used to determine if an ADM which costs cr is needed at node i on ring wr. The summation over all W R rings and over all nodes gives the overall cost. XXX min cr yi (w, r) (1) i



w



r



The first constraint—the demand met constraint—makes sure that the total traffic demand is routed on some rings. XX sd xsd ∀sd (2) + (w, r) + x− (w, r) = fsd r



w



fsd is an integer that describes the total traffic demand from node s to node d in terms of the number of circuits (traffic streams). Note that fsd is expressed in the same unit as the ring capacity, i.e., gr . We assume fss is always 0. The second constraint—the capacity constraint—makes sure that the total capacity on each link of each ring is not violated. It can be stated for each link (i, i+1) by summing up all traffic routed through it, either clockwise or counter-clockwise, and making sure that the sum is less than the capacity. The ring capacity is determined by δwr . If δwr is 1, ring wr can carry traffic and the ring capacity will be gr . Otherwise, the ring capacity is 0 which ensures that there is no traffic on ring wr. X xsd + (w, r) + sd|(i,i+1)∈(s,d)



X



sd|(i,i+1)∈(d,s)



xsd − (w, r) ≤ δwr gr



∀w, r, i (3)



The third constraint—called the ADM constraint—relates sd yi (w, r) to xsd + (w, r) and x− (w, r) variables. It forces the sd yi (w, r) variable to be 1 if either xsd + (w, r) or x− (w, r) is nonzero and either s = i or d = i. Note that M is a large constant. X si M yi (w, r) ≥ (xsi + (w, r) + x− (w, r)) + s X id (xid + (w, r) + x− (w, r))



∀i, w, r (4)



d



Lastly, a wavelength constraint makes sure that only one out of the R rings running at different line speeds on wavelength w can carry traffic. Since this constraint is applied to each individual wavelength, the line speed selection for a wavelength is independent of the line speed selection for another wavelength. For example, both wavelength w and w′ could select the same line speed r, i.e., δwr = δw′ r = 1. X δwr ≤ 1 ∀w (5) r



B. Problem formulation with traffic switching We now present an ILP formulation which takes traffic switching into account. It is possible to reduce ADM cost if we allow traffic to switch from one wavelength to another. This can be accomplished by installing a Digital Cross Connects (DCC) at each node as suggested in [3], or by physically connecting the ports on the two ADMs sitting on two different rings. In [11], an ILP formulation which allows some traffic switching for the single line speed case was given. However, the formulation forbids a traffic stream to be carried completely around the ring before being delivered at the destination node. This unnecessarily restricts the solution space so that only less than optimal solution may be found. Furthermore, the objective was to minimize the total switched traffic, which is different from our goal here to reduce the ADM cost. Another ILP formulation with traffic switching for the single line speed case was given in [4]. However, the formulation only allows traffic to switch across a hub node and the cost of ADMs at the hub node is not considered at all. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a complete formulation is given for this problem, even for the single line speed case. In addition to allowing traffic switching, our second formulation also treats all traffic demands originating from the same source node as one single commodity. Note that we could also have chosen to treat all traffic demands terminating at the same destination node as a single commodity. Because the number of commodities could be significantly reduced, the formulation could take much less computation time compared to what would have been without the aggregation. In addition to using the yiwr and δwr variables as defined above, we also use xsi,i+1 (w, r) to denote the total amount of traffic that is on arc (i, i + 1) for traffic demands originating from node s on ring wr. This includes traffic originating from node i and also traffic originating from upstream nodes but passing through node i. The optimization objective remains the same as shown in equation (1).



The demand met constraint can be expressed as in the following equation. Note that we treat all traffic demands from the same source node as a single commodity. The equation sums up traffic going out of node i ((xsi,i+1 (w, r) and xsi,i−1 (w, r)), and then subtracts traffic going into node i ( xsi−1,i (w, r) and xsi+1,i (w, r)). The resulting amount is the total traffic originating (or terminating if negative) at node i on ring wr. XX (xsi,i+1 (w, r) − xsi−1,i (w, r) + xsi,i−1 (w, r) − r
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if s = i



∀s, i
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−fsi



(6)



otherwise



The capacity constraint can be expressed by summing up both the clockwise and counter-clockwise traffic on each link (i, i + 1) on each ring wr, and making sure that it is less than the link capacity. X (7) (xsi,i+1 (w, r) + xsi+1,i (w, r)) ≤ δwr gr ∀w, r, i s



The ADM constraint can be stated as in the following equation. The terms on the right-hand side sum up traffic leaving node i on ring wr. If this sum is non-zero, an ADM has to be installed. Note that, because we are taking the absolute value of the right hand side, this equation corresponds to two separate constraints: one takes the positive value of the righthand side, the other takes the negative value. M yi (w, r) ≥ |xsi,i+1 (w, r) + xsi,i−1 (w, r) − xsi+1,i (w, r) − xsi−1,i (w, r)|



∀i, w, r, s



(8)



Lastly, we also need the wavelength constraint (equation 5) to make sure that only one line speed is chosen for each wavelength. The ILP formulation as given above allows traffic to switch at any node around the ring. However, it is possible to restrict the set of nodes that can switch traffic. This can be done by introducing xsi,i+1 (w, r) variables only at the nodes that allow switching. We believe that, with computation techniques designed to exploit the problem structure [12], using the ILP formulations to solve the traffic grooming problem is a viable approach. III. H EURISTIC



ALGORITHM



The ILP formulation given in Section II can solve a problem exactly to give the optimal solution. Unfortunately, the computation time is long for large size networks that have many nodes and many wavelengths. For example, a 10node network with 10 wavelengths can take several days of computation time. In this section, we propose an efficient heuristic algorithm. Our heuristic algorithm routes traffic onto one wavelength at a time. When routing traffic onto a wavelength, we greedily pick some traffic such that the average cost per unit of traffic is minimal. Once some traffic has been routed on one wavelength, we proceed to the next wavelength to route the remaining traffic.



A. The CPD ratio Our heuristic algorithm is based on the idea of reducing the Cost Per unit Demand (CPD) ratio. Given a traffic matrix T and an arbitrary integer n (n ≤ N ), we want to route some of the traffic demands on a ring (wavelength) running at the rth line speed with exactly n ADMs installed. Let D(n, r) denote the maximum number of traffic streams among any n nodes in T that could be routed on the ring, and let T (n, r) = (t(n, r)sd ) denote the corresponding traffic matrix that isProuted on the ring. From the definition, we have D(n, r) = sd t(n, r)sd . The CPD ratio ρ(n, r) is defined for a ring (wavelength) with n ADMs running at the rth line speed as ρ(n, r) = cr × n/D(n, r). The CPD ratio is essentially the minimum average cost to route some traffic on the rth line speed ring using exactly n ADMs. Naturally, the lower the ratio, the lower the cost to route D(n, r) amount of traffic. Note that the CPD ratio is defined for a specific traffic matrix T . If the traffic matrix is different, the corresponding CPD ratios will be all different. We say a CPD ratio ρ(n, r) dominates another CPD ratio ρ(n′ , r′ ) if ρ(n, r) ≤ ρ(n′ , r′ ) and D(n, r) ≥ D(n′ , r′ ). If no other CPD ratios dominate ρ(n, r), we say ρ(n, r) is a dominant CPD ratio, and we say ρ(n, r) is a non-dominant CPD ratio if otherwise. There are N ×R CPD ratios for each wavelength. However, we are only interested in the dominant CPD ratios. This is because for a non-dominant CPD ratio ρ(n, r), we can always find another lower CPD ratio ρ(n′ , r′ ) < ρ(n, r) such that it can accommodate more traffic on the same wavelength, i.e., D(n′ , r′ ) ≥ D(n, r). We assume all dominant CPD ratios are numbered in increasing order as follows: ρ(n1 , r1 ) ≤ ρ(n2 , r2 ) ≤ ρ(n3 , r3 ) ≤ . . . Because they are all dominant CPD ratios, the corresponding D(n, r) should be in sorted order as well, i.e., D(n1 , r1 ) ≤ D(n2 , r2 ) ≤ D(n3 , r3 ) ≤ . . . It is desirable to use ρ(n1 , r1 ) when routing traffic demands on to each wavelength because it has the lowest average cost. Unfortunately, this may not be possible because we only have a limited number of wavelengths available. Thus we need the higher CPD ratios ρ(ni , ri ) where i > 1 to route more traffic so that we can route all traffic demands on the W wavelengths. B. Route all traffic demands Assuming the CPD ratios can be readily computed, our heuristic algorithm iteratively selects the appropriate CPD ratio for each wavelength. If a CPD ratio ρ(n, r) is chosen for wavelength w, then we set wavelength w to line speed r, and route T (n, r) traffic on to wavelength w. If we are forced to use a higher dominant CPD ratio in order to route more traffic, it is in general more beneficial to use it early on, i.e., use higher CPD ratio first on wavelength 1, then on wavelength 2, and so on. This is because when we are routing traffic on the first few wavelengths, there are more unrouted traffic streams, so that there are more chances for a



more optimized solution. Our heuristic tries to take advantage of this fact. We maintain a set of pointers pi , one for each wavelength. Initially, all pi are set to 1, meaning that we will use the best CPD ratio for each wavelength. For each wavelength, we pick the pi th CPD ratio and route the corresponding traffic. If there is still traffic left after all W wavelengths are used, then clearly, the solution corresponding to the set of pointers pi is not feasible. We have to pick a wavelength i and increase pi by 1 so that we can route more traffic streams on that wavelength. Because more traffic streams are routed on wavelength i, there is a chance that we might be able to route the remaining traffic demands using lower CPD ratios. Therefore, we reset all pj = 1, ∀j > i. We pick the pi to increase by 1 such that the relationship of p1 ≥ p2 ≥ p3 . . . is always maintained. We do so by choosing the largest i such that pi−1 > pi . If all pi are equal, we choose the first pointer p1 . The reason we maintain this relationship is because if we need to use a higher CPD ratio to route more traffic streams, we should do so as early as possible when there are more unrouted traffic streams, so that there are more chances for a more optimized solution. C. Computing CPD ratios Our heuristic algorithm needs to be able to compute the CPD ratio for each combination of n and r at each iteration. Recall that ρ(n, r) = cr × n/D(n, r). Given an n and r, the only unknown value in the equation is D(n, r). Therefore, computing ρ(n, r) is equivalent to computing D(n, r). To compute D(n, r), i.e., the maximum amount of traffic one can fit on a ring at the rth line speed with n ADMs, our heuristic first select n out of the N nodes to place ADMs. The algorithm chooses the set of n nodes that have the most amount of unrouted traffic demands among themselves. Note that it is possible that we can accommodate more traffic on the current wavelength if a different set of n nodes is chosen. After the set of n nodes is chosen, the algorithm routes all unrouted traffic demands among these n nodes on to the current wavelength using the shortest path. If the current wavelength (at line speed r) can accommodate them all, then D(n, r) is simply the sum of all unrouted traffic. Otherwise, the algorithm takes out traffic streams one by one, as described below, until all remaining traffic streams can be accommodated in the current wavelength. Let li denote the load on the arc (i, i + 1), i.e., the total number of traffic streams on arc (i, i + 1). We say an arc (i, i + 1) is overloaded if li > gr . Let ok denote the overload factor of a traffic stream k, which is defined as the number of overloaded arcs that the traffic stream crosses. It is either |{i|li > gr AND (i, i + 1) ∈ (s(k), d(k))}| or |{i|li > gr AND (i, i + 1) ∈ (d(k), s(k))}| depending on whether the traffic stream is routed clockwise or counter-clockwise. We say a traffic stream is completely overloaded if every arc it crosses is overloaded. Similarly, we say a traffic stream is partially overloaded if at least one arc it crosses is not overloaded. We rank all completely overloaded traffic streams based on their overload factor and remove them from the current



wavelength one by one. After all completely overloaded traffic streams are removed, we rank all partially overloaded traffic streams, breaking tie by the length of the path (longest path first), then remove the partially overloaded traffic streams one by one until the current wavelength can support the remaining traffic streams. It is important to note that the list of completely overloaded and partially overloaded traffic streams have to be recomputed after a traffic stream is removed. This is because the load on an arc could potentially change as a result of the removal. Lastly, the algorithm randomly chooses one of the removed traffic streams, and see if it can be routed on the current wavelength using non-shortest path routing. If so, this traffic stream is added back in. This process continues until no more traffic streams can be accommodated. The D(n, r) is then the sum of all traffic that was routed.



IV. N UMERICAL



RESULTS



We consider SONET networks supporting OC-3 traffic streams and all traffic demands are expressed as multiples of OC-3 circuits. We consider three line speeds, OC-3, OC12 and OC-48, are available. Note that the results shown is equally applicable to higher line speeds such as OC-192 and OC-768. We use the same cost ratio assumption as in [3], i.e., OC-48 (OC-12) ADMs are 2.5 times more costly than OC-12 (OC3) ADMs. The capacity ratio is 4, i.e., OC-48 (OC-12) has 4 times the capacity of OC-12 (OC-3). We normalize the cost of an OC-3 ADM to be 1. Therefore, an OC-12 ADM will cost 2.5 and an OC-48 ADM will cost 6.25. Even though we use these set of fixed ratios in our experiments, we note that our formulations and heuristic algorithm are general enough to handle any cost and capacity ratio. We use CPLEX version 7.5 commercial integer linear programming solver to solve all ILP problem instances. We run all computation on a Sun Blade 2000 workstation with two UltraSPARC III+ 900Mhz CPUs.



A. Heuristic algorithm evaluation To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed heuristic, we consider random traffic in a network with 3 line speeds (OC3, OC-12 and OC-48) and 3 wavelengths. For networks with N nodes, we randomly generate max{N (N − 1)/8, N − 1} demands, each demand is either 1 or 2 OC-3 circuits. The result is shown in Fig. 1. All problem instances are solved to completion using the ILP solver, so the cost derived from the ILP solver is optimal. We note that our heuristic algorithm is able to derive results that are very close to the optimal. Even in the worst case (N = 6), the heuristic algorithm is still within 20% of the optimal. We also studied many more problem instances and found that the heuristic gives results that are frequently within a few percentage of the optimal. For all problem instances, the heuristic algorithm is able to derive the solution within 3 seconds of CPU time.
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Heuristic algorithm evaluation. Random traffic, W=3, 3 line speeds.



B. Cost reduction using more line speeds To study the potential cost savings of using multiple line speeds, we consider a 16-node network with 16 randomly generated traffic demands. The size of each traffic demand is randomly generated between 1 and a fixed number S, therefore, the average size of a demand is S/2. The cost savings of using 3 line speeds (OC-3, OC-12 and OC-48) as compared to using 1 single line speed (OC-3, OC-12 or OC48) are shown in Fig. 2. For each data point, we randomly generate 10 instances and report the average from the heuristic algorithm. When S is small, OC-3 costs the least; and when S is big, OC-48 costs the least. When S is in between, using only OC-12 line speed gives the lowest network cost. Notice that no matter which fixed line speed is chosen, there is a large region of S where roughly 20% cost savings can be achieved by using 3 line speeds. If the fixed line speed is not chosen intelligently, much higher cost savings could be achieved by using multiple line speeds. 90.00%
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Fig. 2. Cost savings. 16 nodes, 16 demands, each demand ranges from 1 to S



The case considered in Fig. 2 assumes that the traffic demand size is uniformly distributed. If the traffic demands are more heterogeneous, the cost savings of using multiple line speeds are much more pronounced. We also considered networks with many more traffic demands. The cost savings and computation time are very similar.



# of nodes 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



1 line speed (OC-48) UPSR BLSR/2 25 25 31.25 31.25 37.5 37.5 68.75 43.75 87.5 50 112.5 56.25 125 62.5



2 line speeds (OC-12 & OC-48) UPSR BLSR/2 17.5 10 25 12.5 37.5 22.5 57.5 30 85 40 97.5 45 125 62.5



solution as follows. Let w be a ring in the UPSR solution, and let fkw be the portion of the kth traffic demand that is carried on wavelength w. We assign wavelength w in BLSR to use the same line speed, and route fkw /2 traffic in the clockwise direction and route the rest in the counter-clockwise direction on wavelength w. Since the traffic on wavelength w in UPSR is less than the ring capacity, the traffic on wavelength w in BLSR will always be less than 50% of the capacity, guaranteeing that enough capacity will be reserved in BLSR for protection. Therefore, the solution thus constructed is valid and it costs the same as the UPSR grooming solution. Although we prove that BLSR/2 will never cost more than UPSR, it is unknown how much cost savings BLSR/2 could achieve. In Table I, we show the cost comparison between UPSR and BLSR/2 when supporting uniform traffic (1 OC3 demand between every node pair) in a network with 3 wavelengths. The results are derived by solving the ILP formulations in Section II and the ILP formulation for UPSR [12] directly using the ILP solver. We have to install at least one ADM at each node to support uniform traffic. With a single line speed (OC-48), when the total traffic demand is low, one ADM per node is sufficient. Therefore, both BLSR/2 and UPSR will cost the same. As traffic demand goes up, UPSR has to use more wavelengths, and therefore, has to install more ADMs. However, BLSR/2 can more efficiently utilize the capacity and need fewer wavelengths. Therefore, fewer ADMs are needed, which translates into significant cost savings. The cost savings are up to 50%. With 2 line speeds (OC-12 and OC-48), BLSR/2 can lower cost even when the total traffic demand is low. This is because BLSR/2 can choose a lower cost line speed and still be able to support all traffic demands. As traffic demand goes up, the cost savings are more significant compared to the single line speed case. Sometimes, the cost savings are more than 50%.



C. UPSR and BLSR cost comparison It is proven in [9] that BLSR/2 will never cost more than UPSR in the single hub architecture. In the following, we will prove that BLSR/2 will never cost more than UPSR, regardless of the traffic pattern. Theorem 1: Given any set of traffic demands and given any set of supported line speeds, BLSR/2 costs no more than UPSR. Proof: Consider the optimal traffic grooming solution in UPSR, we can construct an equivalent BLSR/2 grooming



D. Switching vs. no Switching comparison To study the effect of traffic switching on network cost, we consider uniform traffic in a network with 3 wavelengths and 2 line speeds (OC-12 and OC-48), and then solve the two ILP formulations in Section II directly using the ILP solver. The optimal cost comparison for various number of nodes is shown in Fig. 3. There are cost savings in most of the cases. In particular, the savings are up to 19% in the case of an 8 nodes network.
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Fig. 3. Cost comparison when no traffic switching is allowed and when traffic switching is allowed. Uniform traffic, W=3, 2 line speeds. TABLE II C OST AND RUN TIME COMPARISON OF SHORTEST PATH ROUTING . R ANDOM TRAFFIC , W=3, 3 LINE SPEEDS # of nodes 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16



cost BD SP 5 5 10 12.5 9.5 14.5 14 14.5 17 17.5 18.5 21 25.5 25.5 30.5 30.5 37.5 55 40 42.5 71.25 76.25 68.25 75.75 88.75 95



runtime BD SP 0.13 0.02 0.49 0.09 0.36 0.16 1.51 0.07 1.83 0.2 5.11 0.51 138 1.45 196 1.97 1791 140 13032 33 3380 37.32 18721 215 6114 2197



We also studied random generated traffic demands, and found that comparable cost savings can be achieved by switching traffic.



We also studied uniform traffic pattern. For all the cases that we are able to solve exactly, we find the cost remains the same even if we use only the shortest path routing. Even though we can not prove it, we conjecture that this is true in general for uniform traffic demands. This is because the traffic is very symmetric in the uniform traffic pattern so that the shortest path routing can still average out the traffic flowing on each link. It suggests that if the traffic demands are uniform or close to be uniform, then using only the shortest path routing would not increase the cost too much, and at the same time, can greatly reduce the computation time. V. C ONCLUSION In WDM/SONET, each wavelength (SONET ring) should have the flexibility to be set to one of several line speeds. Use high line speed when there is enough traffic to enjoy the economy of scale and use low line speed otherwise to reduce cost. We are the first to propose a comprehensive approach to solve the traffic grooming problem in WDM/SONET BLSR rings with multiple line speeds. Our solution includes both complete ILP formulations and an efficient heuristic algorithm. Using the exact ILP formulations, we are able to validate our heuristic algorithm. Furthermore, we show that BLSR could cost much less than UPSR for realistic traffic, and that traffic switching can further reduce ADM costs, and that non-shortest path routing could greatly reduce the cost in certain cases. Using the heuristic algorithm, we quantify the potential cost savings of using multiple line speeds. We show that using multiple line speeds can reduce the cost by 20% in a large number of cases. The cost savings will be much higher if the traffic demands are more heterogeneous.



E. Fixed shortest path routing vs. routing in both directions
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In BLSR, we have a choice of routing traffic either along the shortest path or along the other arc between the source and destination nodes. Routing along the shortest path simplifies the routing decision, as a result, the complexity of the ILP formulations will be greatly reduced and an optimal solution can be found in a much shorter amount of time. In this section, we quantify the trade-offs of using only fixed shortest path routing. We consider networks with varying number of nodes and supporting random traffic pattern. For networks with N nodes, we randomly generate max{N (N − 1)/8, N − 1} traffic demands, each demand is either 1 or 2 OC-3 circuits. The cost and run time comparison when 3 line speeds (OC-3, OC12 and OC-48) are available is shown in Table II. The columns under “BD” show results when both routes can be used and the columns under “SP” show results when only the shortest path route can be used. We note that in most cases, shortest path routing will increase cost. In a few cases, the cost increase could be more than 50%. It suggests that using non-shortest path routing for random traffic pattern may be very important. Although the cost is higher, shortest path routing simplifies the problem formulation, therefore, significantly reduces the run time. On average, it takes one tenth of the time to compute an optimal solution using only shortest path routing.
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